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INTRODUCTION

According to the Health Professional Council of South Africa (HPCSA) all occupational therapy students are required to complete a minimum of 1000 hours of clinical work under the supervision of a qualified occupational therapist1. The HPCSA Minimum Standards of Training for Occupational Therapists indicate that the nature and extent of clinical supervision varies as students gain experience. Students from first to third year are required to work under the direct supervision of a registered occupational therapist, while final year students need only to work under guidance1. While there is no clear definition of the specific difference between direct supervision and guidance, it is clear that all students have to be guided/supervised, either directly or indirectly, as they transition their classroom knowledge and skill to the occupational therapy process for clients in any service delivery setting.

There is agreement within the occupational therapy profession, that the nature and quality of the guidance/supervision provided in the context of professional education, is not only critical to the student’s learning process but also has important implications for the development and future of the profession7-5. While much has been reported in the literature on the clinical education process5, the clinical educator’s role and responsibilities7, clinical educator’s preparedness8,9, and the benefits and challenges of clinical education5,10, very little has been published about the ethical responsibilities and issues associated with clinical education in occupational therapy. In the context of this paper the term ‘clinical education’ has been favoured over the term ‘clinical supervision’ as literature suggests the clinical or professional supervision is a process of professional development appropriate to qualified professionals while clinical education is the process of learning that applies to students as they gain clinical competencies from clinical experience11-13.

While all occupational therapy students have instruction on legislation, ethics, professional conduct and etiquette embedded in their theoretical curriculum, competence in every day ethics is gained in the clinical context1. Ethical and professional behaviour in the context of clinical education brings together a complex interaction between legislation and professional ethics associated with client care and the teaching and learning of a developing professional4. The literature reports that ambiguity exists as to how an occupational therapy student’s ethical competencies are developed and as a result the responsibilities and expected outcomes for both the clinical educator and student are ill-defined15. This is due to ethical standards, reasoning and behaviours often being covert and understood rather than spoken about. This results in ethical learning developing through professional socialising and role modelling, rather than as a considered, reflective cognitive process16-18. To facilitate a student’s ethical learning requires the clinical educator be aware of, explicitly identifying and discussing ethical related issues as a routine part of client centred discussion and clinical teaching19. The importance of this was highlighted in a study by Hyrkas and Paunonen-limonen20 who found that long term ethical competence and quality of care, is positively influenced by the nature of clinical education students receive.

This paper considers the ethical concerns which were raised in a study, completed within the Department of Occupational Therapy at the University of the Witwatersrand (Wits), to determine various barriers and facilitators to clinical education. The study did not explore the ethical issues associated with clinical education per se, but issues relating to ethical and professional behaviour in the clinical education context were raised as a concern in many parts of the study. Thus this paper does not report on a specific study but gives a commentary on ethics and professional behaviour as it may impact on the clinical education process of students. This paper does not imply that unethical and unprofessional behaviour is wide-spread in our clinical training contexts, but that it is an element of professional education that requires more attention as competence in ethical practice and professional behaviour is an outcome of occupational therapy education.

Since every interaction between a student and a client demands ethical and clinical decision making, consideration of the client’s rights and needs, and the clinical site’s health and service delivery policies, resources and cost structures4 in the context in which the clinical education takes place, need to be understood and the implications for patient care overtly discussed. While clinical staff...
are best placed to inform students of the factors that might affect the rehabilitation of patients, deciding on who is in the best position to discuss the ethical implications of premature discharge due to medical funds being exhausted or pressure on beds or who is responsible or accountable when there is no splintering material, gloves, bandages, bedding and even food, is far less clear. Students are often not privy to service delivery issues that impact on the ethical and professional care of patients particularly those that are intrinsically tied to political, financial and management issues, so it makes service limitations difficult to understand from a professional and ethical point of view. When students work in departments for an extended period of time they sometimes also become aware of professional practice, leadership and management incompetency’s which are known and never spoken about. It is not clear how this should be dealt with in the context of professional education.

In the context of the Wits occupational therapy programme, clinical education is embedded in the curriculum at strategic points to link the theory to practice. Clinical work is introduced in first year but increases in time over the four years so that the final year could be considered a clinical year. All students complete the following blocks varying from a total of four to nine weeks in each of the following fields of practice: mental health, physical, paediatrics (learning disabilities and cerebral palsy) and public health in a community site (urban and rural). In this clinical placement, students work under the guidance of an on-site occupational therapist who is also the clinical educator.

The Wits occupational therapy clinical training platform includes some 44 clinical education sites in four provinces of South Africa. These sites are used more or less exclusively by Wits occupational therapy students. The profile of the on-site clinical educators developed during the time of the study indicated that approximately 48 to 55 qualified occupational therapists were involved in the clinical education of Wits students. Eighty-five per cent were between 20 and 30 years of age and the majority had had less than 3 years of clinical experience. Fifty-five per cent of these clinicians classified themselves as novice or advanced beginners in their professional development as clinical educators based on Brenner’s five stages of development. Over 55% of these clinicians did not really want to take on the clinical educator role but did so as it was part of the job, although 95% of them felt it was their professional responsibility. Most felt they derived some personal benefits from involvement in clinical education. These benefits included keeping up to date (93%), receiving continuing education units (CEUs) (69%) needing to retain their registration with HPCSA and being exposed to new ideas (85%). Clinical educators also felt that there were some service benefits that the students provided, including being an extra pair of hands in the occupational therapy departments and that they could be assigned to do the jobs that clinical staff does not have time to do. The students were also able to give clients more individual attention.

**METHODOLOGY**

The study that raised the concerns around ethics and professional behaviour in clinical education was a large exploratory sequential mixed method study designed to examine the clinical education of final year occupational therapy students on the Wits clinical training platform. In keeping with the exploratory mixed methods design the data collection started with focus groups of all the clinical education stakeholders: 4th year occupational therapy students, on-site clinical educators and university staff. This was followed by two quantitative studies where on-site clinical educators and department managers also completed a questionnaire pertaining to training in clinical education, support for clinical education as well as the perceived challenges and benefits attached to the fulfilment of this role.

As described above the purpose of this paper is not to report on the study but to describe some of the ethical concerns raised by the all participants, which have been extracted and analysed. The roles of both the on-site clinical educators, as clinician and teacher, and the student as a developing professional and learner in clinical education, were considered. The legal and ethical practice as well as professional behaviour and etiquette associated with the teaching and learning domain and clinical domain will be discussed in relation to these roles. While the exclusion of the voice of the university educator may be a limitation to this paper this will be discussed in a subsequent article.

The purpose of this report was not to criticise but to stimulate some professional debate around the role of a clinical occupational therapist as a clinical educator which creates an additional dimension to ethical behaviour, ethical dilemmas and professionalism in occupational therapy.

**REVIEW OF THE LEGAL AND ETHICAL PRACTICE IN CLINICAL EDUCATION**

A review of the literature on clinical education was conducted. Ethical and professional concerns in clinical education are reflected in Figure 1 which depicts the interdependent roles of the clinical educator and the student in clinical education.

![Figure 1: Framework for legal and ethical practice within Clinical Education](image)

**CLINICAL EDUCATOR AS A CLINICIAN**

Ethical practice is central to service delivery excellence by all health practitioners including occupational therapists. Ethical practice is guided by a complex and sometimes difficult decision making process which is based on professional judgement in keeping with a complex legislative and professional ethical framework within countries. Professional judgement involves observing, thinking, reflecting, interpreting, arguing and evaluating the best intervention options available, appropriate and acceptable to the client, his care givers and his context in keeping with the law, ethical principles, the service provider resources and policies. Such decisions must be rational, defensible, properly recorded and wherever possible based on best evidence. Clinical decision making using professional judgement has been described as crucial to professional autonomy and has been shown to mature with experience and the development of expertise. Novice therapists tend to use mainly informative factors and reflection-on-action to inform their clinical decision making while experienced therapists tend to use more directive factors which allows for more reflection-in-action—resulting in more immediate decision making. As most of the clinical
Legal and ethical knowledge is practically demonstrated through their understanding and consideration of the client’s right to an appropriate and equitable occupational therapy service, understanding of policies and regulations related to health care provision relative to the context and how this influences the therapeutic relationship and decisions around appropriate occupational therapy intervention. Ethical practice includes daily practice of the universal ethical principles: informing clients of their intervention options and respecting their right to critical, honest information about their condition and their treatment so they can make an informed decision about their health and their health care needs (autonomy and veracity); gaining of informed consent; practising confidentiality and protecting clients’ personal information (confidentiality); working within the professional scope and referring to others when appropriate; doing the very best for clients under all circumstances (beneficence); ensuring all clients have equal access to treatment resources (distributive justice) keeping acceptable client records; billing appropriately; not over-servicing but advocating for additional services should the client need these. Legal and ethical behaviour is demonstrated in the occupational therapy process by completing accurate assessments that identify the occupation-based needs and deficits of the client in such a way that appropriate intervention can be planned and executed. Intervention must be relevant to the client and his context, respect his values, cultural beliefs and practices, occupational profile and values (respect), aim to do good, protect the client from harm (non-maleficence) and fulfill the client’s need for service equitably (duty and justice).

It was clear from the participants in the study that a number of legal/ethical issues related to clinical practice are of concern in the settings where clinical education takes place. The occupational therapists working in the private and public sector reported facing ethical dilemmas on a daily basis. These ethical dilemmas often depended on the manner in which they generate an income.

Private sector occupational therapists, like other health professionals, were reported experiencing conflicts regarding their earning capacity versus client’s occupational therapy needs which raised ethical dilemmas. Common concerns raised related to overcharging, over-servicing and sometimes unprofessional and anti-competitive behaviour to secure a sufficiently large and consistent client base. Occupational therapists in the public sector - where earnings are secure - experienced other ethical dilemmas such as over-involvement in administrative tasks and meetings, so that little time is available to provide services. Choosing not to treat clients or putting off treating clients in favour of other activities of a more personal nature such completing academic assignments that have limited relevance to the workplace, playing computer games, and even nail-care and shopping were reported. Other issues raised included: early and unexpected discharge where the client is discharged without prior warning, resulting in no plan having been made for the client to receive essential rehabilitation on the primary care platform or for the client to return for follow up. Concerns related to limited availability of essential resources such as standardised tests, assistive devices and wheelchairs as well as expendable materials, tools and equipment to engage in occupation-based interventions were also noted. The non-compliance of clients with intervention regimes such as splinting and home programmes and non-return for follow up is also affecting service delivery negatively; resulting in frustration, failure to achieve desired treatment outcomes and sometimes punitive action such as making them wait an unacceptably long time before getting attention or sending a patient away for missing or being late for an appointment.

Occupational therapy clinicians reported that there are also some clinicians that do not always practice within the scope of the profession and therefore the therapy provided was not professionally appropriate, difficult to distinguish from physiotherapy and psychology and hard to recognise as occupational therapy. The fact that clinicians were reported to seldom have the time or access to the resources to seek evidence to support their practice, resulting in out-of-date practices was also raised and has been supported by some professional literature. Students are acutely aware of these issues in the clinical settings. If these issues are not discussed openly, and the professional behaviour and the clinical decision making overtly challenged, students draw conclusions from their own experience and assumptions about what is or is not appropriate professional behaviour. Students are observed to sometimes either simply copy the professional behaviour that they see, accepting powerlessness and assuming that this is just how it is (right or wrong) or they become uneasy and sometimes hypercritical when they observe behaviour that is contrary to what they believe is acceptable professional practice. They are often uncertain as to what action they should take and what the consequences might be (considering their ‘vulnerable’ position as students).

### CLINICAL EDUCATOR AS A TEACHER

The important role that clinical educators play in the development of an occupational therapy student’s professional and clinical skills cannot be over emphasised as this has implications that extend far beyond their student years.

In South Africa, unlike some countries in the occupational therapy world, there is no formal or accredited training for clinical educators and therapists with only six months experience are often called upon to supervise students. The majority of clinical educators at the clinical training sites on the Wits training platform are young and inexperienced occupational therapy clinicians. In addition they are ill-prepared for the educational role they take on when they are still in the novice stage of developing their own professional behaviour and ethical practice in dealing with ethical dilemmas. The clinical reasoning and decision making that informs professional behaviours is complex and is seldom overt.

Role modelling accompanied by reflective discussions has been reported as the best method of teaching professional ethical behaviour and reasoning. However to do this, clinical educators need to reflect on their own personal and professional values and beliefs and then review how these influence and are enacted in their daily work. In addition they should reflect on the legal and ethical factors that impact on professional and clinical decision making and these reflections should form the basis of discussion and teaching of students. These reflections should be used to support and guide the students’ developing perception of the realities of practice, which sometimes challenge their ideals.

Clinical reasoning and reflective practice is needed to provide the clients with the best available intervention in the light of contextual constraints and limitations/challenges, and the clients with the best clinical education and learning opportunities. Thus it is easier for clinical educators, especially those that lack experience, to assist students to use their theoretical learning to make sense of practical clinical skills - such as how to help a client to transfer - more easily than making sense of ethically based clinical reasoning, that informs professional and ethical behaviour.

Research by Carrese et al. found that clinical educators seldom addressed ethical issues with students. These researchers
postulated that reasons why clinical educators did not explicitly discuss professional and ethical clinical reasoning with students was related to time pressures; that they felt these issues were obvious to the student; that the clinical educators did not recognise these issues as relevant or immediately associated with client management; and that clinical educators were ill-prepared for this kind of teaching7. However, professional behaviour and ethical practice is always evident to students through the professional behaviours that they observe and they draw independent conclusions about clinical practice without guided reflection and sometimes take a very narrow view of professional behaviour and ethical dilemmas without taking all the contextual or more macro issues into account.

Clinical educators are also reported to act as gatekeepers for the profession and have a responsibility to ensure that the students they supervise have an acceptable level of professional behaviour, clinical competencies, and ethical clinical reasoning and decision making8. Clinical educators are expected to guide the students and their expectations should be consistent with the students' level of professional development. Different models can be used to understand what stage the experientially the student such as the Stages of Ego Development described by Loevinger where Stages 3/4 (Explorer) and Stage 4 (Achiever) have been associated with senior students’ level of clinical reasoning9.

Clinical educators also need to consider that students as learners have legal and moral rights while completing a fieldwork block which is considered an essential part of an education programme. These include the right to supervision/guidance appropriate to their level of clinical competence to ensure safe and effective service provision and to avoid harm or breach of the professional standards9. They have the right to due process which describes making the student aware of professional and educational expectations within the setting. These include clinical site policies/procedures for administration of professional services such as billing and recording of therapy units, use of expendable materials, recording of patient information and organisational policies that influence intervention times. Students also need to understand reporting lines, clinical education and evaluation activities and times; policies around critical incidents such as a client falling or being injured and needle-stick or other injuries to staff and students9.

While some students reported outstanding clinical education opportunities and experiences, other students felt that their clinical learning had been compromised by complex clinical educator-student relationships and contexts that did not support the teaching and learning process. Some students reported situations where occupational therapists demonstrated what they believed to be inappropriate ethical and professional behaviour as clinical educators by evaluating/ marking clinical learning activities that were not observed, not providing timely feedback on clinical performance or opportunities to learn, as well as giving feedback that students perceived as being personally demeaning and disrespectful.

Therefore it is evident that not all clinical educators are aware that students believe they are entitled to respect and to the answering of their clinical questions in a way that assists them to understand concepts and in solving complex problems. Students report that they are especially sensitive to be given feedback about their performance in front of clients or other students and in a manner which is unconstructive to their learning process. Students believe they have a right to being treated equitably and fairly with respect in feedback and evaluations, should not be compared to other students, evaluated in accordance with their stage of development and not be expected to know what the clinical educator knows or thinks they should be able to do. University departments have some responsibility for ensuring that clinical educators are aware of the clinical learning that is required and how this clinical learning is supported by the classroom teaching. This is especially true when classroom teaching includes new professional terminology and practices that is innovative and is supported by new evidence. The university’s responsibility may also extend to providing clinical educators with some educational knowledge and skills to facilitate student teaching and learning.

The position of the students should not be abused by assigning tasks outside of the professional scope, that are punitive and that the qualified staff would not or do not wish to do. Students also find it difficult to deal with clinical educator criticisms of what they have been taught in previous blocks and by the university staff. In keeping with the fidelity principle and collegial relationships, clinical educators should discuss such issues with the persons concerned rather than the student. The right to confidentiality - especially about students’ educational challenges and any personal problems which they may reveal - also needs to be adhered to and disclosed with consent of the student to identified persons only.

STUDENT AS A LEARNER

While basic education is determined as fundamental right in terms of Chapter 2 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, the Bill of Rights, tertiary education is considered to be more of a privilege than a right10. However students pay for their tertiary education, some more directly than others, but they all have some expectation that they will receive a quality education both in the classroom and in the clinical setting. While a student can hold the university accountable for the quality of the classroom education, accountability for clinical teaching is much less straightforward as the Memoranda of Understanding that oversee the provincial responsibility for clinical education in the public sector training sites are vague and difficult to enforce.

Although the Wits occupational therapy department has long-standing and co-operative relationships with all sites on the Wits clinical teaching platform, reports from students of challenges related to their clinical education have been increasing in number over the past 10 years. A survey completed by two consecutive final year student cohorts identified almost identical challenges with regards their clinical education in the clinical education sites: Limited availability of the clinical educator and therefore a lack of clinical education opportunities; concerns about evaluation and how marks were derived, as well as the fairness and consistency of the evaluation processes; negative attitudes towards the students which had some negative gender and racial overtones and the inexperience of many clinical educators with students perceiving that there was nobody to learn from. Finally a lack of professionalism by the clinical educators was raised as a challenge 50% of the respondents. Students reported this to be clinical educators’ attitude to the profession, practicing outside of the ‘scope’, work ethic issues, out of date practice, poorly managed departments and unprofessional behavior.

While challenges have been noted (especially in relation to the staff profiles as reported above, staff shortages, resource constraints and service delivery pressures), clinical education remains essential so as to develop an appropriate human resource pipeline for the profession. It is evident that occupational therapy students can only gain clinical competencies in a clinical setting and on-site occupational therapists are best placed to facilitate this process. Thus it would seem reasonable that if a clinical site accepts students to complete their clinical education, then a student could expect that there will be a qualified occupational therapist to direct the clinical education of junior students or guide the clinical education of senior students1. On a practical and moral level this implies that students could expect the clinical educator to be clinically competent, understand her clinical educator role and carry out the responsibilities associated with this role. These include ascertaining the strengths and limitations of the student’s current clinical skills and their clinical learning needs that have to be facilitated and in order to meet the clinical block (placement period) outcomes1. Students could also reasonably expect a conducive clinical learning environment and that appropriate clinical learning opportunities will be planned11. An appropriate clinical educator - student relationship should be formed as central to the clinical education process and the clinical educator should role model professional,
ethical behaviour and best practice. Student’s can also expect that reasonable but designated time will be made available to direct the clinical learning to assist them in developing appropriate clinical skills through discussion and observing and not just from the marking of written reports. It is expected that they should also be provided with fair, equitable, appropriate and timely formative and summative feedback and that their performance will be evaluated and marks recorded in the designated manner4-34.

Occupational therapy students on the other hand are adults and are responsible for their learning. In order to transition their classroom learning into practice they need to have responsible understanding of the theory and if they are aware that this is not the case then it is the ethical responsibility of the student - towards the clinical educator as well as to any client they might assess or treat - to plan and implement some action to remedy this33.

Clinicians reported problems with some students not being adequately prepared when arriving to treat patients, having inadequate theoretical knowledge, being unable to manage their time in terms of meeting written requirements and copying other students’ work. It is clear that the ethical responsibility also extends to academic honesty. A study by Rozmus and Carlin18 reports an increase in student cheating and dishonesty through the use of technology which includes a disregard for confidentiality, plagiarism, and cutting and pasting of other student’s work. Whether this is a time management strategy or an action to support a struggling peer, it is nonetheless unethical and will have consequences if identified.

Thus in order to learn, students must plan, allocate and manage time to actively engage with the learning opportunities, to perhaps not be so focused on the written tasks associated with learning but be open to clinical opportunities that will extend their professional development. However, permanent and effective learning requires students to critically reflect on their professional knowledge, skills and values, identify the gaps and use a self-directed approach to master the required knowledge, seeking help and support when necessary33.

STUDENT AS A CLINICIAN

In order for an occupational therapy student to learn clinical competencies they must participate in and apply the occupational therapy process, both individual and group, to real live clients and in so doing become a ‘clinician under the direction’ of a qualified occupational therapist1-36. This requires that a student is ethically answerable to the qualified occupational therapist, who is ultimately and vicariously responsible for client care and service provision, on any issue related to the care of that client(s). Students - just like qualified staff - have a duty of care and if this is not met then they may be found to be negligent. Thus, the student is accountable for all actions and omissions and responsible to report to the clinical educator on any aspect of the occupational therapy process in a manner which has been negotiated and is appropriate to the student’s level of clinical expertise. The clinical educator is responsible for approving the appropriateness of therapeutic occupations and for guiding the student’s therapeutic intentions related to the client in his current and future context. Failure to provide this supervision will hamper the student’s learning but more seriously, the clinical educator could be held liable if the student’s intervention causes harm if appropriate supervision had not been effected4.

Since this is a learning situation the level of clinical competency expected from students must be consistent with the university prescribed educational outcomes for the specific clinical block and the level of the student’s experience. When working under direction the students should organise that their clinical performance be observed, evaluated and that they must be given formative feedback so as to understand both their clinical strengths and weaknesses. Where clinical skills are found to be weak, these must be identified by the clinical educator for the student, especially if their insight is poor. A programme of remediation must be planned by the clinical educator and student in consultation with the university staff so that appropriate multi-dimensional learning opportunities can be provided where students are able to practice clinical skills within the clinical context with supportive instruction and feedback while encouraging reflection-on action12,23,1.

Research by Carres et al.19 reported on specific ethical dilemmas that students experienced as learners during clinical work. These included: recognising the limitations of their knowledge and skill and concerns that this limitation impacted negatively on being able to provide quality service to clients. They also felt that the temporary nature of their contribution raised concerns about commitment, and were concerned about the termination of the relationship with the client and responsibility for care for the patient once they left. This same research identified ethical dilemmas in health system care provision which students feel powerless to deal with: such issues as the finances that control the treatment a client can have based on their financial resources; availability of resources such as transport to health care centres, drugs and equipment availability. Time and health care providers’ schedules which limit availability of services due to meetings and other responsibilities, were also of concern19.

These same concerns were echoed by the students and clinicians that participated in the focus groups in this current research. Participants reported observing a lack of ethical and professional behaviour in some settings where clients were sent away when they were late for appointments or because the therapist wanted to leave early. There were also reports of clinical staff playing games on computers or cellular phones during working hours, interrupting therapy by taking personal calls on cellular phones; failing to treat clients appropriately and working outside the scope of practice. While participants acknowledged that there were centres of excellence, the incidents that they observed and had perceived to be unethical, even if they were irregular occurrences, were concerning and create troubling dilemmas for students as learners.

Critical review of all professional behaviour, both their own and that of others, is essential to professional learning. This review is the responsibility of clinical educators as well as academic staff. Helping students reflect on moral and ethical professional behaviour is as important as enabling students to voice their concerns about incidences that they perceive to be unethical. Discussion about what is ‘moral’ and ‘just’ versus ‘ethical’ and ‘unethical’ in the context of professional practice provides rich learning opportunities which help students to consider professional behaviour holistically as well as the reasons behind professional behaviour and the context within which they are taken.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper was to highlight and discuss the ethical responsibilities that clinical occupational therapists and students take on in the clinical education context. In addition the paper proposes to raise the awareness of how clinical educators can assist occupational therapy students to engage with ethical and professional behaviour issues in the clinical context so as to become critically thinking and reflective practitioners.
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